The Last Concert?

MONTROSE

AND EARTHQUAKE

SUNDAY MARCH 7
7PM
CAL POLY MAIN GYM

Tickets $4 in advance, $5 at door. (Students $4 in advance, $5 at door.) No reserved seating.
Available at Info Desk, Record Exchange, POO, POO Records, Ken's 1-60, Brown's Music, People's Place.
No one under 15 admitted without College ID or Parent. Please no smoking, drinking or food.
Zeon Fantasy: A Look At Zionism

California are subjected to tight military control, when accused by the Zeons of siding the commanders they are swiftly "punished" or expelled. The Zeons, who still seek to convince the outside world that their occupation of conquered areas is essentially the most humane and generous in modern history, have a favorite "punishment" the dynamiting of the homes of suspects.

Eventually the Zeons claim that their security is threatened by the Americans who continuously insist that California is their land. Using this as a general, within 20 years the Zeons launch two wars against the Americans. In the final "His Day War" they manage to capture all of Arizona, much of Nevada and the choicest areas of Oregon. Within weeks they begin to colonize these newly conquered areas with Zeons as they establish many collective farms which they like to call Kibbutzes near the new borders. Now the original American refugees are forced to move to new refugee camps along the border of their former homeland.

The surprising thing about all of this is that the Zeons are killing large numbers of Americans who are purported to be "anti-Semites" when, in fact, they criticize the Zeons not because they belong to the same ethnic group but because of the increasingly apparent imperialistic tendencies which they exhibit as they continue to urge Zeon immigration into their state and thus drive more and more Americans from their lands to make room for the new Zeons.

If the above seems to be fantasy, compare it with what has actually occurred in the Middle East.

If you were one of the Americans in the story, or by analogy, one of the Palestinians, how long would you struggle to recover your homeland? How long would you wait for the conscience of the world to end the injustice that has been done to your people?

Perhaps it is time for the American people to take a new look at the Middle East and ask ourselves whether it is either morally defensible or in the American national interest to continue to blindly support a small settler state in the region and spur the once friendly people of the Middle East.

If the Arabs eventually are forced to turn completely over from the U.S. for support in their struggle, it will not be because of Soviet diplomacy. Rather, it will be because of Americans who "know not what they do."
Bill To Permit Job Rating Review

by ELENA KOSTER
Daily Staff Writer

"It believe that all employees have a basic right to know what is being said about their job performance," State Senator David Roberti wrote.

With that belief in mind, Roberti introduced Senate Bill 188, that will allow all California State University employees to view their personal records.

"Teaching evaluations, pre-employment letters of reference and all other records pertaining to employment that are filed in the University will become accessible under this legislation."

"Employees may bring one person of his or her choosing to view the records," Chris Berg, an aid to Roberti said. "The University will be given three days to provide the employees with the records, with no cost to the employee."

"If the employee believes the records are inaccurate or incomplete, he or she should write the university and request that the statement be deleted or corrected. The employee also has the option of writing a rebuttal to information appearing in the record."

Within 30 days the chancellor's office is required to notify the employee in a letter of the acceptance of the information, or detail the reason why it is being rejected.

The bill came in response to a request by the United Professors of California. It will work in supplement to the Buckley Amendment, part of a record-keeping reform law recently passed by the federal government.

The bill will extend the right to view personal records to all school employees, academic or non-academic.

In addition to this legislation, Roberti introduced a bill with the same concept for University of California employees (SB 1887), and a broader based privacy act for all state government employees (SB 1888).

The three different bills are to allow for greater detail for the three different systems.

SB 1887 has just been introduced into the Senate Education Committee. A hearing date has not been set at this time.

If the three bills were to pass through the senate, they would go into affect Jan 27.

Crops Spout With Drought's End

by MERRILL McCARTHY
Daily Staff Writer

When the rain started to fall, forcing students to open their umbrellas, members of the Crop Science Department heaved a sigh of relief. The drought had finally ended.

"We had only two inches of rain in November," said Dr. Garvin M. Johnson, head of the department, "and then none in December, January. Dry weather causes slow germination in field crops, such as grain and hay.

Increased irrigation is expensive, according to Fouts, especially labor costs. Water costs are handled by the Foundation. Untreated water is used, thereby reducing the expense.

Sudden increase in rain can cause problems. Fruit crops, according to M. Paul Fouts, are subject to rot in the flowers. "But we would still rather have the rain," he said.

The other danger is that a change from dry to wet weather can cause damage in the fields.

"Some years," said Johnson, "we have too much rain, which puts too much water in the soil, murders the fields and makes harvesting difficult.

But that isn't the case this year. William Trouinar, describing the rain as a "Godsend," said, "There hasn't been a lot of rain at one time, so there haven't been much damage. Most of our fields have been prepared for heavy rain, terraced, which helps prevent damage."

We've been regularly irrigating pastures and vegetable crops."

According to Howard Rhoads, an instructor, "we have a pretty good spout. Two more nice rains of an inch or so each, and we'll get a decent crop."

"Llth campus," said Dr. Alan Fouts, "we've been able to irrigate some fields of oat hay and barley with sprinklers. This is the first time we've had to do this since I've been here."

Illustrating good intentions, the Ornamental Horticulture Club removed this Holy Oak Tuesday from the lawn area in front of the Business building in honor of Arbor Day. The oak was being crowded by the trees around it and stunting its growth. Originally it was to be taken to the O.H. Days, but the rains prevented the replanting for the time being. Daily photo by Tony Herzi.

UPROOTING
Mother
Nature

MID - STATE ELECTRONICS

For all your parts to build or repair anything electronic see Mid-State Electronics.
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Moderate damage and an unusually large number of non-Cal Poly students in attendance at the recent Montrose has resulted in the indefinite suspension of the Associated Student Body concert committee.

Dr. John Lawson, Activities Planning Center director, in a memorandum to Dean of Students Everett Chandler Tuesday said he has "suspended APC staff support to the concert committee" — drawing from funds APC uses to support the committee's advisor. Without an advisor the concert committee is considered "inactive" according to ASB bylaws.

Lawson's memo also recommended that no state facilities — the men's gymnasium — or state services be used for alumni activities.
Galatians after this week. The young minister explains that two kinds of reverends exist: one who has been fully ordained (officially given ministerial authority and one who has been commissioned, which Burt explains as "being sent out like a missionary," by a minister group and recognized as legally holding the title reverend. Burt is of that latter sort, commissioned by Ron Turbo, the president of I.A.M.

Burt, who is from Covina, graduated last year from Azusa Pacific College, in Azusa, Calif., with a Bachelor's Degree in Communication with emphasis on biblical literature.

"I started going to church after I became a Christian in January of 1971 and received God's call into the ministry when Ron began the Agape Church program. I got involved in their training program, which included being a chaplain to prison camps, leading extension Bible studies, learning about their use ministry and other different ways of practical experience," he said.

As the second service of the Church three Sundays ago a group of 10 persons gathered on wooded benches shaded by pine trees in the park's pine grove. The children played on swings and a softball game lasted several innings about 50 yards away while the worshippers sang songs like "Amazing Grace" and listened to Burt tell about the Scriptures.

"We hold Holy Communion every Sunday, sing songs that most everybody knows while someone plays a guitar and share about what the Lord's been doing in everyone's lives," Burt said.

The Sunday services begin at 3 p.m. while Burt leads a Bible study at his home. 643 Palm Ave. every Wednesday at 7:15 p.m. The Wednesday group is currently studying the book of John and will be moving into the book of
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Has this crazy Hawaiian cowboy gone bananas?

Hi Ho, Silvers, And Away!

by JIM SWEENEY
Daily News饰t Editor

He's from the land of twelve-foot breakers, eternal sunshine, coconut, and Jesus Lard.
But he's not a surfer, a sun-worshipper, tree climber or a star of "Hawaii Five-O."
He is Skip Schuman, Hawaiian Cowboy.

Schuman is a senior Cal Poly agricultural business management major scheduled for graduation in March. But, he doesn't plan to put his formal education to work. After an eight-year layoff, he is going to return to the entertainment trail.

"This is what I plan to do with my college education after graduation," says the cowboy-billy, "simply because I can make more money doing this than I can make with my college education at this stage of my life.

Roman riding is the sport of riding two horses simultaneously with one foot on each horse (the rider maneuver). Schuman not only does this well, but he is the #1 Rated Roman rider in the country, according to Schuman.

"If it goes, it might last for ten years, but if it flops, we turn around and go home."

Sصدman is contracted for $600 a week. For this he will perform a 14-minute show with a maximum two shows a day. During his four years of entertaining in the Hawaiian islands from the age of 11 to 16, he was paid $600 a performance.

If the show does flop, Schuman says, his agent, Larry Rupert of Center Attractions, plans to bring the "Hollywood Stunt Stars," and act within the show.

The show will start in Louisiana April 19 as part of the March Grass. From there the contingent will tour all over the United States and parts of Canada, according to Schuman.

"We are going to try to hit mostly little towns and get the whole town population involved," Schuman says. "Schuman isn't optimistic. "If it goes," says the 20-year-old Roman rider, "it might last for two years, but if it flops, we turn around and go home."

Schuman is contracted for $600 a week. For this he will perform a 14-minute show with a maximum two shows a day. During his four years of entertaining in the Hawaiian islands from the age of 11 to 16, he was paid $600 a performance.

If the show does flop, Schuman says, his agent, Larry Rupert of Center Attractions, plans to bring the "Hollywood Stunt Stars," and act within the show.

The show will start in Louisiana April 19 as part of the March Grass. From there the contingent will tour all over the United States and parts of Canada, according to Schuman.

"We are going to try to hit mostly little towns and get the whole town population involved," Schuman says. "Schuman isn't optimistic. "If it goes," says the 20-year-old Roman rider, "it might last for two years, but if it flops, we turn around and go home."

Schuman says, "I could sell this act in a lot of different places."

"Approaching the jump, the adrenaline starts pumping and even when you are over the car, you're wondering whether you are going to make it."

The islands because there were not enough market outlets to keep his show afloat.

"After four years, everybody has seen me," says Schuman, "and they didn't want to pay for my show anymore. They wanted me to do benefit shows for the community center and multiple services and keep the sint. Me and my home have to eat and if I had continued my show, I would have had to move to states and drop out of school."

Instead he moved to the states and continued his education.

Schuman has substituted his college education working as a storeman. He has been the yardmaster for three and a half years at a Template Livestock Auction in Tempe. He graduated from elementary school in Bakersfield, California in 1975.

Now he is training for his current job. He is a storeman. He is considering his graduate studies as almost completed and he is not sure if he will be able to continue his education.

Identify Yourself

"Who Am I-Who Are You?" Christine Jorgenson, formerly George Jorgenson, will be speaking at Cal Poly on Monday, March 28, in Chumash Auditorium at 8 p.m. Her topic will include her views on sexual, human and personal identity.

Ms. Jorgenson has recently spoken at Monterey Community College, the University of Montana, and the University of Iowa. Her program includes a question and answer period with participation from the audience.

During her career as lecturer or "communicator" she has spoken to over 100,000 students all over the country.
Volunteers Needed

The Internal Project needs assistants to keep the program organized Spring Quarter.

The volunteer group tutors elementary through high school children on a one-to-one basis who need assistance.

Anyone interested in being an assistant can contact Robert Bond in the Student Community Services Office, University Union Rm. 212 or phone 546-2470.

Silver: On The Trail Again

Continued from page 8.

The diploma he will receive in March plans to continue his education at Cal Poly, working toward a Master's degree during the off-season. But now it has been more than eight years since the bomber has guided his "Flying Twins" over a fence, much less the width of a saddlle.

It is no easy task to pull a horse through the memories of the alcoholic men of hospital waiting rooms which occasionally remind him of the danger he faces every time he stands atop the talented ten of his homemade.

Besides numerous con-

Turning the Tax Tables

Tired of being penalized in the yearly tax area because you're single or one of a married couple who both work?

Rep. Edward Koch (D-N.Y) has introduced a bill into the House Ways and Means Committee H.R. 940. Its purpose is to end the tax inequity by establishing the tax table currently used by married persons filing joint returns as the tax tables to be used by all taxpayers.

More information concerning further action may be obtained by sending a stamped self-addressed envelope to the Committee of Single Taxpayer's (COST) at 1628 23rd St., NW, Washington DC, 20009.

Geology Professor's Talk

Dr. David Chipping, Cal Poly geology instructor, will speak on the topic "Geological Aspects of Nuclear Power in relation to Diablo Canyon," Monday, March 16.

Special emphasis during the talk will be placed on the possibility of ground movements along the newly-discovered Hoag's fault offshore the nuclear power plant. Location for Chipping's talk will be the multi-purpose room of Quintana School. Further information may be obtained by calling Robert Bobbie at 548-5869.

Talk on Vegetarianism

Scott Smith, assistant editor of the The Vegetarian World, will be speaking at the first meeting of the SLO Vegetarian Society. The topic of Scott's talk will be "Everything You Wanted To Know About Vegetarianism, But Were Afraid To Ask."

The meeting will be at Meadow Park in South Times at 5 p.m. this Saturday, March 14.

Scott Smith has had experience in diet and nutrition as a manager of five health food stores in Los Angeles as also a public relations director for the Hippocrates Health Institute.

All vegetarians and non-vegetarians are welcome to the meeting.

Financial Aid

The Financial Aid Dept. has received information from the California Student Aid Commission in Sacramento that it may not have sufficient funds to cover all the costs of registration fees for Spring Quarter for State Scholarship winners. In addition, the university has been informed that Student Aid Commission will not be able to cover the increases in the University Union fee for this year for State Scholarship winners or for students receiving College Opportunity Grants. Since all mandatory fees must be paid at the time of registration, State Scholarship winners will have to pay $15 at the time of registration and College Opportunity Grant recipients will have to pay $25 at the time of registration.
Poly Splits Doubleheader

by JON MARTINS
Daily Sports Editor

Nobody likes to split a doubleheader and, consequently, two baseball teams walked away from Poly Field last Tuesday a little less satisfied, and a little more disappointed.

The Mustangs lost the first game with Fresno's Brian Bajt, 4-3, and then came back to return the insult to the Bulldogs, 5-4. Poly's record went to 1-14 and the second game victory was the first against a Fresno team in three years.

In the first game, Mustang head coach Barry Harr started one Bruce Freyberg, Freddie, was able to get into the game and pitched well enough to keep his record unchanged, but a simple fielding error turned into a major catastrophe for Fresno.

The score was tied 1-1 in the fifth and Fresno had runners on first and second when Fresno's next blast was grounded in third and Don Ronn fielded it cleanly. It flipped over to second for a force which would have ended the inning. However, Fresno's apparently perfect throw was bobbed by second baseman Gary Williams and everybody was safe.

Little by little, Fresno found the pitcher's nightmare of giving runs to the second baseman, 11-3, in the final inning. Before he could do it Fresno came up with five big runs with the big blow a semi-three-run three-run home run by Rick Hernandez. It was Hernandez's second three-run tripster of the game and both barely cleared the popgun rightfield fence.

The Mustangs trailed 6-1 after the building barrage and they mustered a rally in the bottom of the sixth which looked like it was going to get them back in the game. Randy Walorinta led off with a solo shot to right centerfield. Mike Ongarato singled and then stole his ninth base of the year.

Joe Bislettich walked. Paul Degrataz singled in the baserunners, but Dave Hunter and Willums both popped up to put a severe damper on the Mustang rally. Bislettich grounded half four to second for the final out of the inning, Walorinta's blast was the only run and had a score of 6-1. Poly's first run came on a second inning one-run job by catcher Gary Nelson.

In the second game, German Haasmeier picked up the win after picking up Sam bolts in the sixth. Bolls surrendered a two-run homer to Fresno before yielding to Hadamuel. Bolls and Hadamuel limited Fresno to four hits in nine innings.

Poly collected nine hits including four RBI singles. Ken Perkins doubled two of those while Ongarato and Bislettich were responsible for the other three each.

The Mustangs host Chico State Friday at 3:30.